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Abstract

DNA mutation processes includes various types of mutations namely

substitution, deletion, insertion and inversion ofa section ofthe sequence'

The processes have been modeled using the language of probability. ln this

paper we have attempted to generalizeths exisiing probability modei uling

fuzzyrelations.
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1. Introduction:

Molecular evolution is a wide range of biological processes. Depending on

the Nature, species accumulate and lose external as well as internal characters,

behaviors etc. from generation to generation in the processes of evolution' In

molecular levei also species carry some underlying variability in their genetic set
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up, especially in DNA molecules of cells. Emphasis on DNA level mutation

processes, a probability model has already been developed to deduce the effect

genetic variability of ancestral generation on future generation'

In our study, we have developed a model to generalize the existing model,

by removing some kind of restrictions from it, and have created fuzzy relations

among the sites of the DNA sequences of two successive generations' In addition

to this, the model has been extended to study three different tlpes of mutation

namely, deletion, insertion and both together respectiveiy'

2. DNA background:

DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) is found in the cells of all living organisms

except plant virus. The main role of DNA in cell is long-term storage of genetic

information, which is copied during cell division. DNA is composed of three types

of compounds such as Sugar molecules (Pentose Sugar), Phosphoric acid and Four

nitrogenous bases namely Adenine, Guanine, Cytosine, and Thymine represented

by letters A, G, C and T respectively. Because of chemical similarity, Adenine and

Guanine are contained in purines and that of cytosine and Thymine in pyrimidines'

A DNA molecule forms a double helix i.e., a twisted ladder- like structure.

Each pole of the ladder is composed of sugar molecules and each sugar molecule

attaches one phosphate group at c-3 and c-5 carbon atom of it alternatively' While

c-l carbon atom of sugar is attached by one of the four bases A, G, C, & T. The

attached bases of these two poles can also be joined through hydrogen bond and

these form the rungs of the ladder. The unique feature of base paring is A-+T,

TrA, G-eC and GeC. Therefore the sequence of bases of one side is enough to

deduce the other. For e.g. if bases along one pole is AGTCGCTA then the other

have the complementary sequence TCAGCGAI. Some segments of DNA sequence

that carry genetic information are cailed genes. Genes encodes instruction for the

manufacturing of protein through messenger RNA. Three consecutive bases of

genes forms codons, each codon specify a particular amino acid say GCT-Alamine'
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3. Fuzzy sets and fazzy relation:

Afuzzy set ofa universal setXis a function p : X i [0, 1]. Forx e X, p(x)
is called grade of membership of x. The height h(p) of a fuzzy set I is the largest

membership grade obtained by an element of that set. Formally, h(p): sup,.* p(x)
the fizzy p is said to be normal if h(p): 1 . If we divide each grade of membership

of xeXby h(p),thenwe get a normal fuzzy set. This process of obtaining a normal

fizzy set from a given fuzzy set is called normalization and the new fuzzy set

obtained is called normalized fuzzy set.If we are concerned with only the relative
grade of membership of different elements of the universal set, then we can replace

a given fiizzy set by its normalized form.

For two universal sets X, Y a fuzzy relation fromXto Y is afizzy subset of
XxYi.e.,afunction trt:XxY -r [0,1]. lt(x,y)willrepresentthedegreeofassociation
ofxtoy. Aconvenientrepresentation of ftrzzy relationisbymembershipmatrices
M : lr*r), where r,y= lt(x, y). Another useful representation of fizzy relalion is a

sagittal diagram. For a fuzzy relation p from X )Y, the inverse fuzzy relation
p1 '. Y xX ) [0,1] is defined as p't(J, x): p (*, y). Consequently the membership

matrix of p-t is the transpose of the membership matrix of p. Let y be a fuzzy

relation from X+ Y and v be a fuzzy relation from Y+ Z then the composite relation

fromX->Z is given by (y o v)(x, z): max [{min y(x,y), (y, r)} : y €Yf. Other types

of composition can also be used in fizzy relalion such as max-max, min-min, max-

product, and max-average etc. but the max-min composition has become the best

known and the most frequently used one. The physical interpretation of the

composition can be given as the strength of a set of chains linking x to z. Each chain

has the formx-y-2. The strength of such a chain is that of the weakest link. The

strength of the relation between x and z is that of the strongest chain between x and z.

4. Overview of existing probability model []:
The most common mutation that occurs in the coping of DNA sequences is

base substitutions. This is nothing but the replacement of a base by another at a
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certain site in the sequence. For example if AGAIC in an ancestral sequence
becomes ACATC in descendent, the only substitution occurs is G + C. Focusing on
base substitution (no deletion, insertion and inversion occurs) and ignoring the effect
of codons in protein, a probability model has been carried out. Given an ancestral
sequence, the probability of each of the four bases A, G, c and r to be present in
the sequences are PA, Pc, Pc, & Pr respectively and denoted by a vector p" that is
Po: (Po, Pc, Pc, Pr), where Po * Po * Pc + Pr: 1 (sum of the total probability). This
vector describes ancestral probability distribution ofbases. It is observed that 16
conditional probabilities have been specified through out the processes. These are
P(S,: ilSo:i)fori,j:A, G, C &T.Nowthesecanbearrangedina4 x 4 matrix
of vectors to make it mathematically tractable i.e.,

So-

t
Sr

rA
Al Po,,o

cl Po,o

clP.,o
r l-!,o

GCT-
Parc ?ac Parr

Porc Pcrc Pcn
Psc Pc;c Pgrr

P7c Prrc PrL

* M (say)

Where, P,ty =P(.gr = xl So =rr- P(S, =xand'S, =/)
P(,S" = -y)

The matrix Mo,o is considered as transitional matrix. on ordinary
multiplication of matri* Mo,nwith p 

0,, (the column matrix of initial probability),
one 4x 1 matrix can be obtained and denoted itby P'which gives the probabilities
ofvarious bases occurring in the sequences S,.

5. Generalized model for DNA mutation:

Suppose we are given a DNA sequence having 'rn' sites in s generation as

,S = AGTCGATCCGTAGAGG.......(nz site),

..,---{iitl
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where mutation will occur during molecular evolution. Now the effect of mutations

of S. generation in the next S, generation is noticeable. We assume the sequence to

be a series of 'rn'distinct holes, where each hole can be filled up by one of the four
bases A, G, C & T. And each site is independent from any other site in the sequence

i.e., biologically omitting the effect of codons in protein in the sequences. The previous

model has the restriction of sum of the probabilities equal to I . In our model we will
relax this restriction by defining some degree of membership, which takes values in

[0, 1] but there is no restriction on total sum.

5.1 Model for base substitution:

As already mentioned a DNA sequence can be considered a sequence of
'm'distinct holes.'The n6 site of So generation will be denoted by N". Concentrating

on an arbitrary n'h hole that is n'h site of the sequence, we can fill up this by any one

of four bases A, G, C, & T with some grade of membership say, p"(A) , p.(G),
p,(C), p"(T) i.e., we can consider the n'h site as fuzzy subset of {A, G, C, T}. This

can also be looked upon as fuzzy relation po: W") + {A, G, C, T}. Similarly the re
site of S, generation will be denoted bVN,.There the membership of A, G, C, T will
be denoted byp,(A), t,(G), p,(C),1,(T) which also gives a fizzy relation say

pt: {N}-{A, G, C, T}. Let

=Lt :M;

Mo and M, will be called membership matrix of ^1" 
generation and S, generation

respectively. When the mutation takes place, any of the bases A, G, C, T can

mutate to any one of A, G. C, T. There will be l6 possible mutations. This can be

representedby afuzzy relation pij:{A, G, C, T}*{A, G, C, T1+ [0,1] ,: A, G, C, T
j : A, G, C, T. Now the fizzy relation pr can be obtained as a composite of fuzzy

relations p"and,lr, which can be express by a sagittal diagram as below
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1
pii (i: A" G, C, T andT= 4 C, C, T)

The fuzzy relatiot p,,can be represented by a 4x 4 matrix as shown berow.
We call this matrix a fizzy transition matrix (FTM).

on operating the FTM F and the membership matrixMo,applying max.min
composition, we have obtained one 4 x 1 matrix Mt. And,each entry ofM, represents
the membership grade for n'h site ({) of ,s, generation. This is given by
prj): max [min{(p , i, ttJA))_, (ao,, a.(G)), (Fr,, tt.(C)),Qt, u,(T))}],i: A, G, C, T.

5.2 Model for substitution and deletion:

This model is an extension of 5.1. In this case we assume the nh site of s,
generation may disappear in the process of mutation although it is already being
filled by one of A, G, c and T in {. we introduce a letter B as one more site in 

^s, torepresent the disappearances. In a similar manner of 5.1 the FTM is defined as relation
from the (A' G, c, T) to (A, G, c, r B)-The corresponding matrix is shown below

46

AGCT
A I p* /.ta.s pce prel
C I P,qc ltcc ltcr; pro I - F
C I lt.qc ftcc ltcc prc 

I

T l*rn Por ltct r*)

..*,'.,d1
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r-A G c T -
A I Fee ltca Fca Prl 

I

G I Pee Pc,o Pcc Pra I

C I ltec Pc'c ltcc ltrc | = f and

T I Per ltct ltcr Pn 
I

B lfez ltca ltca Fra I
Now applying max.min composition between F & M" we will get a 5 x 1

membership matrix whose entries will be

pr1): max [min{(p, j, p,(A)), 1to,, lr,(G)), {rltr,, lt"(C)), Qtr,, u"G))\f, i = A, G, C, T, B.

And they represent the membership grades of the bases A, G, C, and T in the nrt
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site of S,.

5.3 Model for substitution and insertion:

To model this situation we have introduced a new membership grade in an

arbitrary site of S" to be a blank site, where the insertion may take place' Here

membership matrixMoof S will have five components (p"(A), p,(G), p"(C),p"(T),

p"(B) and the FTM is of 4 x 5 order i.e.

AGCTB
Af fr^ Pat Pce PtA Ptt
Gl Ftc loo Fco ltra Fa<

C I Pec lcc ltcc ltrc PN

T I Fn For ltn ltn Px)
L

Gl FAa ltoo ltco ltra u* | =F Here lvto=
C I Pec lcc Fcc ltrc l'n I

r.(A)
IJG)
#,(C)
p'(f')

T I FAr ltor ltn

Similarly applying max.min composition we will get a4xlmembership

matrix of S, with entries pr(i): max [min{(p n7 F.(A)), (Ao,, lr,(G)), (1,17 p,(C)),

(ar,, u"(T)), (prr p.(B)\), i: A, G, c, T.

Combination of all the above three cases gives us an extended model, where

membership matrix of S" has five components p"(A), p"(G), p,(C), p"(T), p"(B)

witha5x5orderFTMas
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*F

pr(i):max [min{(p ni , il,(A)), Qto,, u,(G)), (Pri 
' 
p"(c)), (ar, , a"(T)),0'r,, l'"(B)})'

j=A,G,C,T,B.

The entry Fu, of FTM represents the grade of association of a blank site

of S. to a blank site in the sequence of S,. Finally this model becomes the most

generalized model in our studY.

Conclusion:

In this paper we have attempted to construct a model by which we can

predict the membership matrix of the next generation, if we know the membership

matrix of the previous generation. The model involves many membership values

a.8., lt,Lq, lt61'psletc. These values will vary from species to species. Even for the

same species these values will be influenced by various biological factors. So these

values will have to be supplied by experts in the field. Howevel we can make

certain assumption to make the model a bit simpler. For example it is usually observed

that there is a natural tendency for a base to remain unchanged. So we can assume

that pnn>{pne, ltnc, ltlv lt6\. Another assumption that we can make is that

lt^e: ltec: Fcc: ltrr: ltaa.Again we are more concerned with relative membership

values in the membership matrix so we can divide each entry of the transition

matrix by Hnn. The third assumption we can make is lhat pno: Ponand etc. This

assumption is in fact essential since it is inherent in the very definition of inverse of

afuzzy relation. With the above assumptions our transition matrix will be a synmetric

matrix with 1 in each entry of its diagonal. Our model wiil in fact predict membership

AGCTBr
A l.p,s..t ltc,t llc'a llt'a #a,t

I

G I Aro Ft;c ltt:a $rc Fac

C I Un, ltr;c Fcc ltrc #rc
T I tr;, llor ltc:r iln #sr

IB I Pns ltc;s ltc:n $rn Paa
L
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matrix of the previous generation if we are provided with information on the

membership matrix of the new generation. Further we note that if we replace entries

of the membership matrix by probability and conditional probabilities as entries of
thefuzzy transition matrix i.e., the grade of associations as conditional probability,

then we get the probability model as a particular case of our generalized model. In

our model we have used the max-min operator as composition of fizzy relation.

There are otherversions of fuzzy relation composition such as max-avg, max-product

etc. Whenever data is available one can look for the suitable composition for the

model.
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